
Mil. Alliance to organize the world revolution against the
system and humans must be involved in recapturing their
governments after the COLLAPSE.
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��� as the[ EPSTEIN] hits and comes out…JP MORGAN will be tied to a
world money LAUDERING system and Congress and U.S. AG are already
in the progress of going after JP Morgan which will connect to Israeli
intelligence blackmail operations and funding….

2024_ Epstein is going to blow the whole Congress and U.S. Senate and
courts corruption case wide open.

Trump �� cards
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[EXPOSURE] > COLLISION COLLUSION COURSE

_1939, German espionage ,NAZI made several contacts in Washington,
then began a tour of cities along the East Coast.  Intensely curious
about the visitor's purposes, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
assigned one of its own agents, Robert Tonis, to follow him.  The
German boarded a train for Boston, and Tonis, according to plan, waited
for him at South Station.  But as soon as the train pulled in, the spy
dashed into a taxi, sped up Memorial Drive, stopped at Harvard, and ran
into one of the Houses on the Charles River.  Although Tonis had been
close behind he was unable to pick up the trail:  the man seemed to
have vanished.  Sometime later, the F.B.I. learned that the German had
eluded pursuit by slipping into Harvard's steam tunnels.  ( How did the
Nazi spy know where to run and know the extensive tunnel systems,
Harvard students today have access to less then 1% of the tunnels and
the rest is closed off and highly secured by Armed guards )

>It was long ago known by the Rockefellers/ROTHSCHILDS and U.S.
elites, including CLASSIFIED mil. Operations that the [ HARVARD ]
connected through the city and ran over 100 miles under ground
connecting to The Naval Submarine Base of New London> Primary the
U.S. East Coast Sub. Base known as the " Home of the Submarine Force"
_It's not coincidence Jeffrey [ EPSTEIN] had private permanent offices
above the HARVARD tunnels and Ghislaine Maxwell had a licence for
Submarines.  Nor is it coincidence that Ghislaine Maxwells father who
was a super spy ( agent for Mossad, mi6 > cia) brought his daughter
into the [ ds] intelligence agencies and funded her operations…  It's also
not coincidence that Ghislaine father Robert Maxwell' attorney was none
other than Antony Blinken's father ( step father who raised him) Samuel
Pisar
>
>
>
>
BEHIND THE SCENES>]; The secret Military Tribunals (subpoena's for the
richest and powerful as Sergy brin , jp Morgan. ECT taking place in
Virgin Islands is a Mil. Court ordered debriefing and the WORD< is the
Subpoenaed guests all SANG and gave in debt details on the Epstein, >
HARVARD< Submarine Human/child trafficking rings connected to FIVE
FINGER LAKES>>> HORSEHEAD/))) >>> CANADA TRAFFICKING
RINGS//and several u s. Island involved in human trafficking.

As we come closer to EPSTEIN list being EXPOSED
> TRUMP CARD< the cia is in full panic and their plan to Install Gavin
Newsom  as The next U.S. President is crumbling as the CIA is being
exposed from within and Mil. Trial's in Guantano Bay have dropped the
Cia's involvement with the 911 terrorist and paper trails are connecting
Saudi Arabia intelligence agencies to CIA and the conver up of the 911
investigations___
Much is happening behind the scenes as white hats plan to DROP major
leaks.  Unredacted files on JFK assassination lead by the CIA ,a military
coup and cover up by the FBI incollusion with the United States military
coup against JFK.
(> TRUMP+WHITE HATS are connecting a world wide DEEP STATE
operation publicly right now
and most aren't aware of these different exposer patterns happening at
the same time now/))))
I have been telling you since two years COLLISION COURSE ��� of the



plandemic .  Virus.  Jfk.  Epstein.  World banks collapse, WAR, MUSK>
EXPOSURE.  fauci.  Exposure vaccines.  Nuclear StandoffECT ECT ECT
ECT ECT ECT………
>] it's all happening and evolving….

TWITTER FILES<
[ FAUCI]
__
We are inside the Storm and NATO.  UN.  FAUCI CIA Are inside the [
KILLBOX]

SEASON OF THE WHISTLEBLOWERS WORLD WIDE

Why does Hunter Biden have a Tattoo of the Five Finger lakes on his
back.

Why did Flynn share an article of Child sex trafficking around Five finger
lakes?

You have more than you know_Q
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Military Coup against TRUMP<>

_a beginning of soft public disclosure begins as Trump arrest, Trump raid
( FBIcia.  Biden collusion), RUSSIA GATE exposed< TWITTER files Expose
suppression of Hunter laptop due to 2020 elections,
>*NOW >PUBLICLY Ex-CIA chief spills on how he got spies to write false
Hunter Biden laptop letter to ‘help Biden’
Joe Biden’s presidential campaign prompted former acting CIA Director
Mike Morell to “help Biden” by organizing 50 colleagues to sign a letter
in October 2020 falsely claiming that damning emails from Hunter
Biden’s laptop published by The Post were Russian disinformation.

In private sworn testimony, Morell told the House Judiciary Committee
that Antony Blinken, now secretary of state, was the senior campaign
official who reached out to him “on or before” Oct. 17, 2020, three days

after The Post published an email from the laptop suggesting Hunter
had introduced his Ukrainian business partner to his father, then-Vice
President Biden.

Morell, identified as a potential CIA director under Biden, said he
organized the letter to “help Vice President Biden … because I wanted
him to win the election.”..
__
BEHIND THE SCENES>]; This admission from CIA Director Mike Morell to
“help Biden” win the elections in directly connected to a DEEP STATE
MILITARY COUP AGAINST TRUMP and this story is only beginning as
congress will connect Biden laptop Biden family dealings.  Biden
/Obama/ Clinton's/cia  ECT  deep state military coup agonist a sitting
President> TRUMP.

>As the beginning stages of MILITARY [DS] COUP AGAINST TRUMP is
being publicly presented and congress is in possession of the Hunter
Biden laptop contents and WHISTLEBLOWERS AND MAJOR EVIDENCE IS
COMING FORWARD on the MILITARY COUP ( STOLEN ELECTIONS. 
RUSSIA GATE, ARREST OF TRUMP.  >A WEAPONIZED CIA.FBI DOJ  deep
state Infrastructure unfolds publicly…  And CIA BIDEN CONNECTION TO
UKRAINE WAR.  MONEY LAUNDERING.  HUMAN TRAFFICKING [ NEXT]
UNFOLDS) …
_in the mean time MAJOR PANIC is taking place inside the PENTAGON as
A.I. WARS is happening and white hats A.I. SYSTEMS ARE ATTACKING
THE CIA A I. WALLS and a complete INFORMATION BLACKOUT IS
HAPPENING<
.
Major Panic in DC as [ they] try to control REAL LEAKS from being
EXPOSED<

WIRES>]:  REPORTS.  DOJ FBI.  CIA.  WHISTLEBLOWERS ALREADY DONE
WITH DEBRIEFINGS BY MIL. INVESTIGATION, BY DEPARTMENT OF
HOMELAND SECURITY, U.S. MARSHALS , white hats fbi, white hats CIA
internal investigations……….//)))) MAJOR MAJOR CHAOS AND PANIC
INSIDE THE PENTAGON as the WHITE HATS >> MOLES, SLEEPERS,
TRIPLE AGENTS >>>
WHITE HATS A I SYSTEMS  began internal attack on their [ DS] REGIMEN
////

MAJOR PANIC as the deep state has FAILED to get the Military Nuclear



codes from TRUMP and the Raid……..  Now the deep State can not
create the nuclear war they planned to create world chaos to hide the
Plandemic , the creation of the virus, the death vaccines, the Military
Coup against Trump the world<

TICK TOCK
on the clock

The white hats+++ have]] INFILTRATED [[.  THE DEEP STATE>>>>>
LONG AGO and now the actors are waking up.
__
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���
Stay strong Patriots as we head off into the NUCLEAR SCARE EVENT to
escalate…..  Remember the Real White HATS are in FULL communication
with Russian military/ Putin.

BACK CHANNELS ARE SECURE
Trump+ Putin
____
The COMING near full WW3 EVENT is what brings down NATO.  THE UN. 
THE FULL CORRUPTION OF THE U.S. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
SYSTEM, BLACKROCK ETC CIA ETC ROCKERFELLERS DEEP DARK
PROJECTS.
____
We must come to the hardest part of The Storm and darkest part that
why we have been preparing you, to those who would listen and not
take the shots and abide by the mockingbird ops….

Stay strong world Patriots…

[ Cyber world attack]
Incoming
___
TRUMPS USSF HAS EVERYTHING.

WE HAVE EVERYTHING FINAL OPERATION IN PROGRESS
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TRUMP WILL DEFUND THE UNITED NATIONS
as the, [UN] pedophilia agenda begans to be EXPOSED///

>Trump had already tried to defund the UN. before because he knew of
the CABAL satanic system on how the U.N. was created and planned
through the Rockefellers and ROTHSCHILDS and knew operations
LOCKSTEP would involve a pandemic that would lead to censorship of
social media eventually taking over social media through Deep state
military intelligence agencies loyal to DARPA.  CIA.  Operations that
coincided with climate change agendas that connected directly to a
world wide crested system and a one world digital currency that would
control the world population and organized by the UN.  And the Lucifer
(LUCIS ) Trust foundation that help bring Deep State.  World
organizations as BLACKROCK , GATES, WHO.  IMF,, fortune 500 hundred
companies to Power through the societies of the Rockefellers. 
Rothschilds and their creation of the UN. that stems from Bohemian
Grove.

> TRUMP knew the U.N. was a human trafficking ring and pedophilia
ring and a money laundering network…..

Today the UN IS TRYING TO LEGALIZE PEDOPHILIA/ DECRIMINALIZE
PEDOPHILIA
and working with world judges and lawyers and world institutes to bring
in the world laws of Allowing pedophilia ( IT'S NO LONGER A
CONSPIRACY THAT ANONS,  PATRIOTS.  Q FOLLOWERS have been saying
the UN is connected to pedophilia abd they would try to create laws to
protect their own people involved in world pedophia rings)

_As the military operations and ALLIANCE continues to EXPOSE UKRAINE
cia money laundering systems, EPSTEIN world wide pedo blackmail
operations, CIA military coups across the world including the 2020 U S.
Elections..
( So much EXPOSURE is taking place in the last two years alone that



over 3 Billion people will not take the vaccines and do not trust the
news or the government's and believe their is a world agenda
connected to the plandemic < mil.statistic analysis)
…as EXPOSURE of the deep state is growing MASSIVELY and FAUCI is
being EXPOSED BY THE NEW TWITTER FILES AND MORE COMING< the
fall of cabal is taking place and TRUMP, +++ have plans to Expose the
UNITED NATIONS.  > NATO > DAVOS GROUP.  WEF .

Bill gates.  WHO.  Are all premoting the allowance of pedophila and the
cia music industry and film industry are deep inside the DEEP STATE
OPERATIONS OF SATANIC PEDOPHILIA controlled by the Rockefellers CIA
OPERATIONS….

The cia is running the UN. and the new evidence of trying to
legalization  pedophilia is being investigated by mil. Operation Alliance 
that is leading to them to ICJ ( INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION OF JURISTS
was initially funded ny cia )…..>ICJ  was also created by the cia<

This ICJ report was put out recently by the UN and bring pushed to
legalize pedophila
_*The 8 March Principles for a Human Rights-Based Approach to
Criminal Law Proscribing Conduct Associated with Sex, Reproduction,
Drug Use, HIV, Homelessness and Poverty
(As military ARREST WAR operations come closer THE STORM ops.  The
UN .  ROCKEFELLERS.CIA ECT ARE ALL IN PANIC AND TRY HARD TO
LEGALIZE PEDOPHILIA BEFORE TRUMP RETAKES OFFICE AND MILITARY
11.3 LAWS OF WAR PROCEDURE BEGIN)
*it sound be noted; a large part of the reason WORLD WAR 2 was
created by the ROTHSCHILDS.  Rockefellers.  Vatican.  33 mason's. 
Nights of Malta .  Jesuits ECT was too create The United Nations and
bring together a one world state.  Nation.  ORDER.

Now you know why TRUMP> WILL< GO AFTER THE [ UN ] .

MCAFEE HOLDS THE KEYS AND CHEYENNE MOUNTAIN USSF +TRUMP
+++ OPEN THE DOORS

Buckle up buttercups

The NEXT stages is Mil. Alliance is going to organize the world revolut
against the system and humans must be involved in recapturing their

governments after the COLLAPSE///))/
__
[ UN] NATO.  [ DAVOS]
[ 4RTH REICH ] SCHWAB
GATES> CIA.  [ PEDOPHILIA]
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[BLINKEN]
Inside the [ KILLBOX]
> White hats STAGING the CONNECTIONS between
BLINKEN , MAXWELL.  EPSTEIN OBAMA, HUNTER BIDEN LAPTOP, FBI
CORRUPTION}}}}}\

_As Hunter Biden EXPOSURE hits and investigations into Biden family is
happening the white hats are openly STAGING _EVENTS that WILL lead
to BIDEN CRIME FAMILY, OBAMA CRIME SYNDICATE FAMILY/CIA
/ROCKEFELLERS LLC CORPORATION, ECT ECT……  The extent of the
Biden laptop reaches far into money laundering, tax evasion into the
millions, > connects BLINKEN to EPSTEIN.  > MAXWELL/CIA
CONNECTIONS CORRUPTION RING.  ECT Ed ECT ECT/

>The next part in the white hats plan is to expose Hunter's financial
dealings and tax evasion , these open doors to crimes and associate's in
Money laundering rings in the U.S and abroad but also bring in
CLASSIFIED military information on the Hunter Biden laptop./

[ BLINKEN] is in the KILLBOX as whites hats are STAGING his FULL
connections to Obama and IRAN 300 billion $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
payment to Iran in the BLACKMAIL scheme Iran pulled on the Obama
and his Admin and mil.  > The fake killing of Osama Bin laden ( this was
only one of the reasons for the Trump raid, was to retrieve classified
docs Trump holds over Obama in paying off Iran< and BLINKEN was the
middleman in the BLACKMAIL payoff…..)///
_Recently TRUMP gave you military COMMS of Biden admin.  / CIA /
intelligence agencies all CAUGHT in TREASON ( the ex CIA director
confirming intelligence agencies were forced to lie by >[BLINKEN] and
Biden regimen to help them win the 2020 elections and the signed



papers of over 50 intelligence agents was a TREASONOUS ACT.>>>>
MILITARY COUP()

REMEMBER BLINKENS FATHER ( STEPFATHER) was ROBERT Maxwell's
lawyer, and Mr. Maxwell was the cia.  Mossad .mi6 super spy who
instituted his daughter into the CIA/Mossad/project of world pedophilia
ring and gave money to GHISLAINE MAXWELL to start the blackmail
pedo ring and was the one brought in > Jeffrey Epstein> The LLC
companies that gave properties to Ghislaine Maxwell to hide when
agents were looking for her, are the same LLC companies that are
connected to BLINKEN > EPSTEIN> MAXWELL> JP MORGAN//))

BEHIND THE SCENES; HUNTER BIDENS Attorneys have already made
deals with the investigations and handed over information connected to
LLC Corporation and their connections to money laundering
operations……….  But the deal involves hunter  Biden escaping
justice>>>> *for awhile longer as_
> DURHAM, FULL REPORT .  + EPSTEIN LIST EXPOSURE WILL HIT+
BIDEN FAMILY INVESTIGATION INTO HUMAN TRAFFICKING CONTINUES+
HUNTER LAPTOP LEAKS BEGIN ( Through Whites hats military leaks on
line) +
_Congressional hearings increasing, + WHISTLEBLOWERS COMING
FORWARD ON FBI.  CORRUPTION+ MUSK GOING AFTER THE EPSTEIN
CASES AND CORRUPTION CONNECTED TO TWITTER AND HUGE MASSIVE
CORRUPTION INSIDE U.S. BANKING MONEY LAUNDERING OPERATIONS
CONNECTED TO FBI CIA.  +
++++++ ECT ECT RV ECT TEXT ECT ECT++++++
+++++
COLLISION COURSE.  COLLUSION COURSES ���

Everything happening now is STAGING to bring down BLINKEN.  >
BIDEN> OBAMA.  > CORRUPTION AT THE HIGHEST LEVELS >>>> DEEP
STATE MIL. THAT PROTECTS THE CABAL///)))….

No matter what happens, Q told you and warned you >
_ Difficult truths.
This is NOT ANOTHER 4-year election.
Q

This is a military sting operation…..  And at the highest levels in the
Generals and Admirals circle, the U S. Elections of 2024 is not expected

to take place but a MASSIVE uncovering of a UNITED STATES' MILITARY
COUP against the 45th President of the U.S…..and ALL EVENTS LEAD TO
MILITARY
___
Lots happening behind the scenes as the STAGE IS SET
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For over a year and half Patriots lost hope in [ EPSTEIN] EXPOSURE
coming to light….  But I have telling you and increasing the story that
the [ EPSTEIN] SAGA WAS ONLY BEGINNING ..
>I told you the subpoenas that were sent out for the most powerful
people in the world like Sergey brin and the100 Top richest men in the
world could NOT buy their way out, or POWER their way out nor stop the
Virgin Island trials of Epstein ( I gave INSIDE DROPS that just a few miles
away from the legal Virgin island courts proceedings was a REAL
MILITARY tribunal taking place and the mil. ALLIANCE used the U.S.
VIRGIN Islands Subpoenas as a cover to bring the DEEP STATE POWERS
OF
_SERGEY BRIN> Google,
_Michael Ovitz Disney President ,CAA top Hollywood talent agency
_Thomas Pritzker, executive chair of the Hyatt Hotels Corporation,
> among others ELITES that weren't subpoenaed but showed up to give
testimony anonymously .
*All in for DEBRIEFINGS by mil.
>Brin and the ELITES DEBRIEFINGS had set legal grounds for FISA
WARRANTS and OPERATIONS ( the TRUTH is the military has everything
already and right now just doing things BY THE BOOK to justify
Operations
____
>
_I HAVE BEEN TELLING you, the Military is going to LEAK the EPSTEIN
files and evidence Through the media and several sources<
/ Now this has begun on a MASSIVE LEVEL as Congress held meetings
last week on human trafficking with senators giving sworn testimony. 
…// Batches of information has leaked of CIA director meeting with
EPSTEIN as well as GATES and others//
_And the NOW THE LEAKS are continuing as The Wall Street Journal is



releasing the second batch of information through the EPSTEIN LEAKS ��

..  But you have to understand The Wall Street Journal is a division of
Dow Jones, which is owned by >Rupert Murdoch's News Corp <
and Murdoch is the one who removed Tucker Carlson.
So what's going on?  With Rupert allowing WSJ to release the EPSTEIN
LEAKS?

Why did Rupert Murdoch allow Tucker Carlson to stay on so long on FOX
NEWS and red pill a nation for over 7 years?

>_Heres the TRUTH and I have been saying this for over 2 years.  The
White HATS Military ALLIANCE has captured most of DEEP STATE TOP
BAD ACTORS > as RUPERT MURDOCH.  JOE BIDEN.  PELOSI.  ZELENSKY. 
…
~IT WAS ALWAYS IN THE_ PLAN to capture the CIA mockingbird news
network and use them inside TURNING POINTS ….  As was TWITTER
WAS CAPTURED BY WHITE HATS..CNN CAPTURED AND BEING CLEANED
>
>
>
*RUPERT MURDOCH is a TURN COAT and WILL DESTROY his own
corporations and companies from the inside out…..  This will happen
with his double agent games he is playing and being FORCED TO PLAY.
> EVERYTHING is LEADING TO GATES.  EPSTEIN.  ELITE PEDOPHILIA
RING…..  THE MILITARY OPERATIONS I TOLD YOU LAST YEAR WAS GOING
AFTER >>> MICROSOFT <

NOW _[ EPSTEIN ] INFORMATION HITTING THE NEWS IS EPSTEIN WAS
HANDING LARGE SUMS OF > GATES MONEY>
_CIA.  MI6 .  MOSSAD >> [ DS] MILITARY INTELLIGENCE WAS AT
EPSTEINS HOME IN NEW YORK CITY ON MULTIPLE OCCASIONS

*MILITARY OPERATIONS AND LEAKS BEHIND THE SCENES IS LETTING
YOU KNOW NOW THEY ARE GOING AFTER > MICROSOFT<
THEY ARE GOING AFTER [ DS] MILITARY INTELLIGENCE…..THEY ARE
GOING AFTER THE ELITE PEDOPHILIA RING
( the evilness in the NYC of EPSTEINs home is connected to a HUGE
MASSIVE BLACKMAIL pedo ring and beyond - killings- and senior officials
in intelligence communities got their positions after meeting EPSTEIN in
his home.

What do you think they did to gain those positions?)

RUPERT MURDOCH is trying hard to surpress information and help the
deep state…  Same time he was FORCED to let Tucker Carlson RED PILL
America for years and now he is Forced To EPSTEIN INFORMATION LEAKS
go through his> The Wall Street Journal////
RUPERT is caught BETWEEN the LINES<
(we EXPECT The Wall Street Journal to do a cover up in leaking names
so they can cover up other names,, - deep state is pushing for this
idea..)///// NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS.
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��� Now we are here and U.S. judge and court are releasing the Epstein
list that is going to CONNECT to the people on the list and
WHISTLEBLOWERS are standing by and being protected
…….  MAJOR part of the EPSTEIN EXPOSURE CASE WILL DOCS AND
WHISTLEBLOWERS COMING FORWARD AND MILITARY LEAKS THAT
EPSTEIN WAS A CIA PROJECT WITH MI,6 .  AND MOSSAD AND WORLD
BANKS….

��
[ They] are trying desperately to cause WW3 and full attack and
complete censorship before the main part of EPSTEIN SAGA ERUPTS<

_COUNTER measures in place
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White hats long ago> had GAME THEORY OPERATIONS in place to
counter the deep state plans

These Game Theory operations include turning LGBTQ, black lives
matter, antifa and the woke liberals against Biden and more over the
Elites of the DAVOS [ ds] plans////



_Incoming the LGBTQ , Antifa , black lives matter, and the liberal woke
community are simultaneously rejecting the wars and the new war in
Israel and turning against the deep state Obama/ Biden/ cia
psychological operations ..

Behind the the scenes>]; The woke and liberals are preparing to stage
the largest MASSIVE protest and riots against the Biden forced military
draft that is expected to place in 2024 <
_This MASSIVE revolut >WILL CONNECT to
Military LEAKS of 2024 and major exposure of the CIA corruption in
unison with the military industrial complex systems and intensional war
mongering ( these EXPOSURES will connect a U.S. military corruption
connected to the highest military leaders//// in this moment there are
huge military investigations taking place connecting the U.S. military to
bribes , money laundering, blackmail networks, human trafficking rings
and much much much more<<<<<<<<
THE POWERFUL EVENTS OF 2024 are slated with the STRIKES OF THE
CENTURY that will trend with European revolt against the digital
currency deep state take over ( inside of Europe..  The military white
hats are going to leak LEAK LEAK full corruption of the CIA.  NATO war
plans and full agenda of the Ukraine monetary corruption and
laundering systems, bribe Systems…  …
a new EXPOSURE of the vaccines deaths cover-up to COVID 19 lies and
pushed agenda by the DAVOS.  GATES.  CIA is going to hit the EU
countries….  Inviting including the World sex trafficking trade //())+

From Canada to the U.S. to the UK to Europe and beyond the WOKE,
liberals and extremist leftists WILL began their revolt against the
DEMOCRATIC SYSTEMS and EUROPEAN ELITES, [ DS] MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE and against the deep state regimen in their
countries<<<<>
._inside of Europe the deep state central digital banking currency
control will face one EU's biggest Revolts in 2024 _
A continuous EXPOSURE of massive corruption and digital control with
obvious censorship tied to digital banking and elite control will TRIGGER
THE EUROPEAN STRIKE WARS ( Massive strikers against the government
and banking)///
____
I have been Warning of all these EVENTS to come long before people
understood what was going to happen
_I was one of the very first channels to let everyone know we were

going into War
( Ukraine…  Middle east and people thought i was dear mongering.////.i
was giving you details on how this was going too collapse NATO.  And
lead to UN / DAVOS / CIA MI6 EXPOSURE
_The collapse of banks and banking systems and fiat money ( long
before recent news in U S. and EU of financial collapse….  But i also
have you the INTEL it's connected to COLLAPSE of Rothschild/
Switzerland cia money connected to Rockerfellers and military industrial
complex).
_Musk would acquire Twitter and turn into a powerful open news source
for the world
( And the military was the first to fund him through Trump…  now with
MUSK sponcering Tucker Carlson and bringing MEGA MAGA TRUTH of
EPSTEIN/ election fraud, CIA corruption to gain of function ECT ECT ect )
_i had stated Joe Rogan was going to change his political views and go
after the deep state agenda and change his stance against TRUMP (
now there are secret talks of Trump coming to Joe Rogan and joe
admitting he would have Trump)
_I have been letting you know the EPSTEIN SAGA was only beginning as
people lost hope in 2021 and let you all know Congress and white hats
in Senate and good Elites were going after Epstein ( and this story
would explode)

��
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_From the exposure of fauci ,to CIA involved in the creation of the virus
to vaccines and to Lockdowns i have been giving this information since
2014
_
_
_i had told you during the Ukraine war the ALIEN disclosure agendas 
and their would be 2  [DISCLOSURE] ] disclosure [ s //…
( There is a reason i haven't been talking about aliens as the first game
controlled disclosure happens …  Less than 20 percent is true…..  The
REAL truth comes in 2024 > as Congress and military leaks and real info
come forward >>>>>hint>> it's biblical<<,



..  But this information is almost saved for last..  Another hint >
reincarnations > GOD > civilizations> Jesus> many manymasters>
>>>TIME TRAVEL<<<  ALL things are possible through God through the
essence of knowing the Spirit creates all//))/
Q)uantum movements
_
_
_
_
_
Who stopped Nuclear weapons from being detonated several times?
_
.
Why is Tesla important?
_
.
Why is Trump connected to Tesla?
_
.
Jesus is the son of God …  But then why did Jesus also know you are
God's children ( Sons and daughters  of God) ………..?
..
.
Who was here thousands of years before Jesus?  …..
.
.
Q)uantum // Why is the future important?
How do several dimensions exist at once.
How do prayers work?

Everything begins with belief.  Faith
__
Behind the SCENES>]:  WHITE HATS HAVE HEAVILY INFILTRATED THE
UN.  NATO.  WORLD GOVERNMENTS.  DEEP STATE MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE.  THE DARK ELITE SATANIC HUMAN TRAFFICKING, SEX
CHILD TRAFFICKING RINGS AND MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
SYSTEM…….

_you are not alone.
_

Game theory Operations in place…..
It had to be this way.

Military is the only way
___
The Great Awakening leads to the infinite mind and>Golden era
._
You are currently inside The Storm nearing a powerful POWERFUL
EXPOSURE AND TRUTH and END of the world deep State cabal control

Have FAITH…….
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WIRES>];2024_CABLES and EVENTS and what to expect

>Military operation with USSF and white hats in the intelligence will
show clear corruption of A I. Systems corrupting the digital voting
systems ( in the coming future tribunals COMING IMMINENTLY  Microsoft
the #1 corporation in the world will collapse and MUSK IS EXPECTED TO
BUY OUT THE COMPANY >>>> GREAT MOVE BY THE WHITE HATS.. 
THANK YOU EZRA KASH TRUMP.  USSF<<<< AND MICROSOFT WILL
admit their part in a military coup and corruption in compliance with
cia.  Darpa)…  Musk X and TRUTH alliance news source Tucker will help
EXPOSE the CORRUPTION and over a 1.5 BILLION DIGITAL WARRIORS of
THE GREAT AWAKENING WILL SPREAD THE MESSAGES THROUGH THE
WORLD
AS THE DEATH OF MAINSTREAM MEDIA
WILL BEGAN IN 2024_

Happy holidays Patriots.  Freedom fighters, World Patriots and ANONS….


